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Earthquake 

COVID 19 –Pandemic 

Recovery , reopening and resilience 



Situation now….

✺ Damage to public and private buildings including museums

✺ COVID-19 restrictions partly in place; future outbreaks uncertain  

✺ Some museums have to address building damage, salvage or evacuate 
collections/objects and temporarily store them within or outside the 
museum 

✺ Income losses, exhibitions cancelled, and core functions of a museum 
remain unfulfilled. 

✺ All staff may not be able to work in the building at the same time

✺ Visitor and personnel safety is a concern 

✺ New risks to be managed, while a response to the impacts and needs 
arising from earthquake and COVID has to be given 



Planning, Coordination and Cooperation are crucial 



First step….

✺ Record physical damage, identify new 
risks,  assess needs, monitor impacts 
on staff, communities,  and institution. 

✺ Make a common data collection form 
for museums and if possible, libraries 
and archives; Building inspections may 
require a separate form

✺ It will enable, collective resource 
generation and will provide a sector 
wide view 



Red, Yellow or Green stamp?

After an initial safety check, more 
detailed inspection including that of 
utilities as well Heat, Ventilation and Air 
Conditioning Systems before opening 
space to staff and visitors.

Record physical damage- building



Record physical damage-collections

Check list to consider:

Where are the damaged objects?
How many? Who owns the objects?
Are they fully inventoried?
How much staff  can be safely 
accommodated in the compromised 
space?

have PPE? Emergency supplies? 
Costs involved? 
Will more space be needed?  
Where?
Do objects have to move to another 
location?



Assess needs/1 

Staff
How many can rejoin? Checking temperature upon 
reentry facilitation for testing;  how to manage 
temporary staff ? Who are essential staff? Staff 
well-being? 

Visitors
How to manage visitor safety? How many should be 
allowed? All spaces can be reopened? Masks? 
Sanitizers?  Do foresee the need for remote 
education and use of collections?  If yes, do you 
have resources in place? 



Emergency team to manage 
current needs for stabilization ?

Future outbreaks?  Do you have 
procedures in place for quarantine?

Active links with fire fighters, civil 
defense , health agencies, local 
government?

Budget allocation for risk reduction

Emergency Management

Assess needs/2 



Monitor mid to long-term impacts 

Is the security situation changing? Possibility 
of future outbreak?

Is domestic tourism on the rise? What can 
be done to attract local visitors?

What role museums have in sustainable 
development and providing phsyco –social 
help

Can we engage communities remotely? 



ICCROM 
templates 

for 
assessment


